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Genuine / Fake 

The Altink affair   

Every now and then a nice work appears in 

the Groningen Ploeg Painter Altink at 

auction. Not often. Except in the spring of 

1991. Christie's, De Eland, Glerum, Lorraine 

Gijs Elman, Sotheby's,   

the   Venduehuizen 

The Hague and Rotterdam, The Swan, they 

all had a couple of their special  

Spring auction. They appeared from different individuals: Hoogeveen, The   

Haas, Hillebrandt.   

But still went to the same small man with big beard: the Beilense artist Cor van Loenen. And always was about counterfeits. The 

newspapers were full of it. Van Loenen was indicted and arrested. Thirty paintings were seized from him. Two years later he returned the 

paintings plus damages. The 'thing' is dropped. Van Loenen crowing victory in the regional press. What name was false, he calls really. I 

have Altink affair brought rolling. I was mistaken? Astray by this affair, which is not yet finished, began in a village pub in Schoorldam. In 

November 1990, six months before the infamous auction, I was there agreed with me unknown couple: Mr. and Mrs. van Loenen. 

Through the newspapers they offered two work on, signed Altink. From the estate of his deceased father and a sister, she assured me. 

They were best of my knowledge forgeries. I felt sorry. Trying to figure out where the work was originally purchased, so they could seek 

redress. They kept aloof. It was a situation that knows every art dealer. In the morning I bought three Herwijnens Van Den Helder; Here I 

was on the way, with this couple and their false Altink. She dodged my comments testified doubt. And I avoided the confrontation: the 

pronouncing truths not welcome you in Dutch art dealers have a day job. I thought, let someone else say. I mentioned the name of a good 

acquaintance who know much Altink. This knowledge led to a brief second astray. Before Van Loenens called him, he took it upon 

himself to contact them in connection with their own ad.   



 

Months later I found out that he them two otherwise different - 

bought work. Also signed Altink. He has them in good faith sold to 

a dealer, even before the affair broke.   

auctions   

From February 1991 appeared on almost all auctions between 

Groningen and Rotterdam forged Altink. Within four months, I would 

see more than in the previous four years. In Groningen and Rotterdam 

I specifically said at auction

have great doubts about the   

to work. Also at the Venduehuis Hague, later repaid all very correct. At The Sun management put the sales, despite a negative opinion of its own 

expert, Jef Hagen. Strikingly clear the paintings were always of one hand. In early May were the catalogs of Sotheby's, Christie's and Glerum home 

on the doormat. Sotheby's depicted two, clearly false, off Altink. Again the same forger. I wrote a note auction master. A response was not 

forthcoming. At each viewing also was still a work signed Van Dulmen Krumpelman from the same maker. At Christie's, I was taken on the first 

viewing day by one of the specialists in the field of Classical Moderns. There was doubt about the introduced work Altink. The paintings were kept 

aside. With reason. Again it went to my view, counterfeiting, obviously by the same hand. Christie's decided to withdraw the paintings in the auction. 

Glerum items with the Groningen auctioneer and Altink scholar Johan van der Hende. we established simultaneously in half a glance that it was here 

to work on the same forger. Meanwhile, De Telegraaf was plunged into the affair. That turned the decision in hesitant we established simultaneously 

in half a glance that it was here to work on the same forger. Meanwhile, De Telegraaf was plunged into the affair. That turned the decision in hesitant 

we established simultaneously in half a glance that it was here to work on the same forger. Meanwhile, De Telegraaf was plunged into the affair. That 

turned the decision in hesitant

auction management very to 

promote. Sotheby's withdrew both Altink and Von 

Dulmen Krumpelman. Glerum followed.  

In Groningen North Nieuwsblad was active with the main 

witness for the Groningen art dealer and Team specialist 

Cees Hofsteenge. But who reflects must expect the ball. 

That truth hit me hard. De Volkskrant took on August 10, 

1991 at Van Loenen. My reluctance in the first contact 

with Van Loenen and the reference to another were 

mentioned in stark contrast to my practice TE  



 

inclined to the auction houses. The newspaper relied on a statement that I had prepared for the Telegraph, refrained from hearing me 

and refused a letter to the editor. You still look as perplexed as you are such a leaf already read a lifetime. So it apparently is. Through 

a complaint with the Press Council appeared six months later a brief correction in De Volkskrant on 8 February 1992. One way that I 

would discourage anyone: the newspaper must be a gentleman, but he confesses wrong if a boy sulking. Which takes you further 

through the mud repeat what he wrote, and then says that a complaint in this regard is well founded.   

indictment 

Meanwhile the hunt for the contributor (s) of all Altink was open auctions. First called the journalist Eddy Schaafsma of the Newspaper of 

the North. He mentioned the name of Van Loenen. I said to remember the name, but the man seemed more like a victim than 

perpetrator. On May 29, 1991 he was named as a contributor to The Telegraph, on May 30 in the Newspaper of the North. Angrily 

demanded Van Loenen couple interim order rectification of De Telegraaf. Without result. The Vice President of the Amsterdam District 

Court rejected their claim. The changing names Van Loenens as introducer had used everywhere and generate the vague stories about 

the origin of the paintings (purchased from an untraceable 'van den Berg' and the inevitable 'Jones') appeared in court more suspicion 

than - later - to De Volkskrant. On June 6, 1991 decided Sotheby's, the Hague Venduehuis and make an individual statement for a scam 

by the couple. A year later, on July 13, 1992, police raided the Van Loenens. With the householder were 31 paintings into custody. On 14 

July, 31 were shown to Rob Snape employee of Sotheby's, Cees Hofsteenge, art dealer and specialist team from Groningen to me. 

Hofsteenge and I arrived separately in the presence of three detectives in an identical judgment on each of the paintings. Include: three 

real Altink, nine false, two in the making, a false Israel and a canvas that we both like unsigned knew the auction and now bore the name 

of Altink. What surprised me was that Snape Justice also called as an expert witness. First he was an interested party as an employee of 

the complainant. He was gone when preparing the auction on many recommendations. Including those of a stricken by doubt Adriaan 

Venema, the self-appointed Grand Inquisitor of the Dutch art world. Surely it can for Sotheby's been no problem for actual specialists as 

Paul ter Hofstede (Groninger Museum), Cees Hofsteenge Chris or ask Ongering. This last Snape dropped, according to The Telegraph 

July 6, 1991, it convinced the end of the auction.  

It will not hurt as an expert to know the limits of your expertise. In assessing the 31 works now missing Ongering and Snape 

came with dissent. For the remainder of the matter is that proved to be of significance.   

Then gave Justice commissioned a limited technical investigation. The pigment is examined (which makes little sense as a painter is dead 

only 20 years old) and looked at the signature. A scrutiny of the degree of drying has been omitted. Nor has ignored the request and 

Hofsteenge me paint the signature, which was recently one of the paintings applied, similar to paint the same painting and paint two 

paintings in the making. In short: a flawed investigation is still hampered by a long-term illness of one of the researchers.   



 

the dismissal 

In The Times of March 31, I read that the prosecutor decided to dismiss the complaint against Cor van Loenen. Van Loenen was 

reason to confuse the dismissal with an authenticity certificate and announce that he is with me, as a representative of the art mafia 

will deal. Along with Hofsteenge I asked on April 28 to reopen the dismissal. Either we stuck our necks for an honest opinion. In my 

field, the art trade, which is not directly a tradition. Our name and reputation were questioned, and not just by a complacent Van 

Loenen. The press fit little adversarial far. As a result, his statements interpreted by others as truths and thus create its own reality.   

Exasperating is the carelessness. Thus, the lawyer writes Van Loenen, drs EJA Schönfeld, in a letter to the Times: "Over expertise 

spoken among the confiscated works is work Altink which unmotivated by it (and by Hofsteenge exactly the same wording) is labeled 

as false, not knowing that this work was purchased (with certificates) from a reputable auction house that they themselves also 

frequents ". What do you do with such a windbag? No auction provides such certificates. The renown of this Schonfeld you may 

consider modest. He mentions in his letter of anonymous experts toprestaurateurs and collectors who all agree with Van Loenen. 

But he took no calls.   

Justice refused access to the file. Van Loenen early damages of Fl. 80,000 - and got some Fl. 9000 - awarded as compensation for 

his arrest. Apparently too little Schonfeld to move more than a letter to the editor. The prosecutor told me "unfortunately can not 

provide a copy of the report". But he added: "I would point to emphasize that the report of the Forensic Laboratory can not be 

regarded as a statement of authenticity." Apparently unaware that Van Loenen. "For if God is for you, who can be against you?" He 

crows in a big interview in the regional press. I. And I hope: Dutch law.   

• Reneé Smithuis - Heiloo.   
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